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Food additive market this week is basically stable. Creatine 
monohydrate mainstream manufacturers normal shipments and 
some need to End July; thickening products like Xanthan gum by 
the impact of the market situation in the domestic market is 
currently a stable transaction subsequent prices are still rising, 
delivery is expected to be in mid- to late-July. Will continue to pay 
attention to the market situation and the delivery of the factories.
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Last week, the veterinary raw materials market overall stable 
operation, some varieties due to the summer shutdown 
maintenance or other supply problems, the price has been raised, 
the market is hot, mainly in the doxycycline, lincomycin, tylosin / 
tiamulin and other products; the rest of the varieties of prices 
basically stable, manufacturers price willingness to be stronger, the 
cost of the constraints of the decline in space is very small.
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Last week's amino acid market is relatively stable, Lysine prices 
tend to strengthen, the factory offer firm, delivery is tight, and even 
signed orders to November orders, last week, the overall market 
slowed down the progress of signing orders, the price is a little 
higher, the customer is also looking forward to the subsequent 
market situation and factory offer situation.

AMINO ACID
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Last week, the vitamin market continued upward. VD3 after a rapid 
rise in price increases slowed down finishing, picking and selling 
active, turnover strong; VE prices still rose; VK3 delivery tensions, 
factories are still stopping the report, the market turnover rose; B6 
mainstream factories have stopped offering, the market to 
consume the inventory and the turnover turned out to be good; 
Calcium pantothenate's price bottom rebound, the mainstream 
factories to raise the price of the small, tense deliveries, the end of 
the active purchasing.
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